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A Young Woman After God's Own Heart®
Addresses from a Christian viewpoint a number of topics of interest to teenagers, including parents, self-image, peer
pressure, dating, and sex.

Total Truth
Many parents aren’t sure where to begin when it comes to teaching their teens and young adults about finances. Christian
Finance for Teens will help, giving important information in a way teens can understand about job searching, budgeting,
debt, banking, investing, insurance, taxes, and other areas of finance. Author Cindy Kersey has taught a high school finance
class (Christian Finance) for tenth- and twelfth-grade students for several years, “road-testing” her material on real-world
teens to amazing results. Inspired to help other young people, she turned her course curriculum into book format so teens
and young adults everywhere can easily understand concepts of personal finance. This material will be useful as they begin
their lives as adults.

Age of Opportunity
Ever regret something you’ve posted? Honestly? How smart are you being when it comes to streaming, messaging, gaming,
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commenting. . .? The Teen’s Guide to Social Media & Mobile Devices will help you navigate the digital world with 21
refreshingly honest and humorous tips that will not only inform, but that also just might change the way you think about
your social media interaction. 21 real-life tips including. . . Know the app before you snap. Don’t post anything you wouldn’t
want Grandma, your boss, and Jesus seeing! (Jesus is on Insta, you know!) Peek at your privacy settings. . .so you know
who’s peeking at you. Take more “selflessies.” Press pause before you post. . . .and many more will provide just the
information you need to post wisely in an insecure world.

Hope for Parents of Troubled Teens
Explains the Christian faith and encourages teens to deepen their relationship with God, providing chapters with particular
topics and thought-provoking questions to help incorporate the Christian faith into daily practices.

Way to Live
The Smart Girl’s Guide to God, Guys, and the Galaxy melds spiritual and practical advice with humor—a winning
combination for teens trying to navigate the ups and downs of life with grace and confidence. Girls will be encouraged and
challenged with sound, biblically-based advice equipping them to stand up for their faith and live the Christian walk every
day—plus, they’ll encounter some fun, common-sense tips along the way. Each of the 101 accessible chapters wraps up
with relevant scripture selections and thought-provoking questions, making The Smart Girl’s Guide a perfect book to work
through with friends or small groups.

Growing Godly Women
Are you LGBTQ+? Not sure? Whether you're queer or questioning, understanding sexuality and gender identity can be
confusing. And if you're a Christian, questions of identity can be even scarier. Is there something wrong with you? Will your
friends accept you? When should you tell your family? What about church? Queerfully and Wonderfully Made: A Guide for
LGBTQ+ Christian Teens has answers to all these questions and more. You'll get insight and support from an amazing group
of LGBTQ+ professionals, as well as testimonies from young adult queer Christians who've recently been exactly where you
are. You'll walk away with a lot of answers, prepared with tools to help. But most importantly, you'll hear the good news:
God loves you exactly as you are. No matter your identity or where in your journey of self-discovery you find yourself, you
got this.

Growing in Godliness
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ChristWise Discipleship Guide for Teens
In today's digital age, teens spend much of their time engaging on social media or surfing the web for entertainment and
information. Our Christian teens need a strong faith foundation in order to Follow Jesus in the vast and often perilous online
world.This workbook was created to help your teen navigate the web with diligence and wisdom, grounded in eight
essential biblical principles of the Christian faith. Each lesson will include a detailed description of each Christian value,
pertinent scripture to study, online goal-setting worksheets, checklists, and talking tips teens can use to ensure they Follow
Jesus not only in their off-line lives but every time their fingers touch their screens.

#NotConsumed
Get Your Story Straight
My name is Jaquelle, and I'm a teenager. I like football movies, sushi, and dark chocolate. But the biggest, most crucial,
most significant thing about me is that my life’s task is to follow Jesus. He is the One who changed my life. That’s what this
book is about. It’s for teenagers eager to reject the status quo and low standards our culture sets for us. It’s for those of us
who don’t want to spend the adolescent years slacking off, but rather standing out and digging deep into what Jesus says
about following him. This book will help you see how the truth about God changes everything—our relationships, our time,
our sin, our habits, and more—freeing us to live joyful, obedient, and Christ-exalting lives, even while we’re young.

Under the Banner of Heaven
What does it mean to live God in your everyday life? It means knowing and following God's perfect plan for you as a young
woman. Learn how to grow close to God get along with your family and friends make the right kinds of choices become
more like Jesus prepare for the future fulfill the desires of your heart As you read along, you'll find yourself caught up in the
exciting adventure of a lifetime—that of becoming a woman after God's own heart! You'll love the special "Heart Response"
sections created just for you. And the practical "Things to Do Today" will help you in your desire to know and follow God.
Includes new and updated content.

Why Is My Teenager Feeling Like This?
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Studying God's Word as a teenager changed my life . . . And it can change yours, too. The Bible is more than just an ancient
religious document. It’s a book filled with the actual words of the living God, meant to be read often and studied deeply that
we might experience its life-changing power. If you’re a teen who’s tired of low expectations and weightless platitudes, this
book will help you dig into the Bible and make the time you spend reading count for eternity. Katherine Forster walks you
through three simple practices that changed how she reads Scripture—observation, interpretation, and application— so you
too can begin to understand what God has said in his word and discover how God’s truth can literally transform you from
the inside out.

Living in a Gray World
At last—a resource for librarians who wish to build or develop their nonfiction collection and use it to better serve the needs
of adult Christian readers. Covering the three major branches of Christianity (Roman Catholic, Protestant, and Orthodox),
the author organizes more than 600 titles into subject categories ranging from biography, the arts, and education, to
theology, devotion, and spiritual warfare. Award-winning classics are noted. Introductory narrative frames the literature,
and helps librarians better understand Christian literature; and learn how to establish selection criteria for building a
Christian nonfiction collection.

This Changes Everything
"The story of Rifqa's remarkable spiritual journey from Islam to Christianity is also the untold story of how she ran from her
father's threats to find refuge with strangers in Florida, only to face a controversial court case that reached national
headlines. Most of all, it is the story of a young girl who made life-changing sacrifices to follow Jesus"--Amazon.com.

What My Christian Mother Never Told Me about Being a Teenager
A Road Map for Parenting in the Troubled Years It is never too late for parents to reach their teenager or young adult.
Licensed counselor Connie Rae draws from professional and personal experience to provide insight, encouragement, and
advice. Offering wise counsel and a reassuring tone, she helps parents better understand their child's temperament, their
own parenting style, and the developmental process their child is going through. She also discusses the world in which their
teenager is growing up, which is very different than many parents realize. Each chapter ends with a list of practical steps
and a prayer, giving parents wise advice but also offering hope through the process.

Critical Conversations
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“This book continues the Schaeffer-inspired project that Nancy Pearcey and Chuck Colson began in How Now Shall We
Live?—awakening evangelical Christians to the need for a Christian ‘worldview,’ which Pearcey defines as ‘a biblically
informed perspective on all reality.’ This is the rare long book that leaves one wanting to read more.” —Publishers Weekly
“On one level, this book is a lucid, easy-to-understand manual for worldview thinking. But it also breaks new ground in
worldview analysis.” —World Magazine “Pearcey is an outstanding writer with the ability not only to express deep thoughts
in a very readable way, but one who also understands a biblically reformed world and life view. If you buy only one book
this year, this would be at the top of the list.” —Equip for Ministry “Pearcey helps readers see how many modern Christians
unwittingly accept a sacred/secular split, which allows them to relegate faith to the private sphere of life. She then clearly
puts forth a Scriptural picture of integrating all of life under the liberating Lordship of Christ and shows what that truth
means for the areas of public policy, family life, science, business, law, education, and more.” —Covenant Magazine “Total
Truth questions the modern American cultural attitude of keeping religion a private matter, claiming that Christianity’s truth
is best served by being brought into the public sphere to maximize its influence.” —Midwest Book Review “Thoroughly
researched, well-written and well-argued, Total Truth will prove to be a useful and easily accessible guidebook for many
who seek to develop a comprehensive biblical worldview that affects not only beliefs but actions.” —CaliforniaRepublic.org
How can you liberate Christianity from its cultural captivity? In this superbly crafted cultural analysis, a noted author
passionately argues that Christianity is truth about all reality, not just religious truth, and that to keep it privatized is
stripping it of the power to challenge and redeem the whole of culture.

The Guy's Guide to God, Girls, and the Phone in Your Pocket
"My teens are questioning the truth they have been told about Christ their entire lives!" "How do I deal with the peer
pressure that's influencing them?" Many parents ask these and many other tough questions when their children reach the
teen years, and the Parent's Guide to the Spiritual Mentoring of Teensis a book that answers them by sharing information,
advice, and techniques to help guide teens into a growing, grace-filled love relationship with Jesus Christ. A new addition to
Focus on the Family's best-selling series of guides.

The Jesus of the Gospels
In today’s world, the topic of homosexuality seems to be part of daily conversation in the media, in politics, and even inside
churches, with pressure to accept one view or the other. And if you’re a Christian teen, you may feel overwhelmed by the
opinions. New York Times bestselling author Dr. Preston Sprinkle has encountered these same questions, and as a
theologian and a college professor he has dealt with these issues firsthand. Through honest conversation, real-life
examples, and biblical research, Dr. Sprinkle unpacks what we can know to be true, and how Scripture’s overall message to
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us today allows us to move forward and find answers that align with God’s intent. Living in a Gray World explores with
readers: Homosexuality and other related issues, such as what it means to identify as transgender and intersex What the
Bible says about homosexuality How to cultivate a heart for people Dr. Sprinkle shares biblical truth and compassion about
this important topic. This book isn't just for straight students, it's for all students looking for information and guidance.
Living in a Gray World is also an educational book that parents can read and discuss with their children.

Faith Reads: A Selective Guide to Christian Nonfiction
Through teen-friendly language and relevant examples, provides concrete ways young people can practice Christianity in
everyday life, discussing such topics as forgiveness, work, play, "stuff," prayer, food, and time as ways to nourish a more
meaningful life offered by Jesus Christ. Original.

The Christian Teen's Guide to Relationships
A reader-friendly guide to the life and teachings of the Jesus of the Gospels The Jesus of the Gospels brings together the
best elements of a survey of the Gospels and a commentary on the Gospels to help readers know Jesus and understand the
good news. Drawing on decades of experience teaching and writing on the Gospels, Andreas Köstenberger presents a
holistic portrait of Jesus by leading readers through an in-depth study of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. Each chapter
explores one gospel account, beginning with a short introduction that highlights the gospel's individual distinctives, followed
by an outline of the book. Köstenberger breaks each gospel into short sections, explaining the meaning and how it sheds
light on Jesus and His mission. Numerous sidebars, maps, and diagrams highlight supplemental information, and regular
"Recap" sections summarize key points. For those interested in further study, footnotes point to useful resources. In
addition to helping readers follow the storyline and theology of each gospel, Köstenberger also emphasizes practical
application, showing readers how to apply what they're learning to their lives. Ideal for those who are new to the study of
the Gospels, and for instructors looking for an accessible introduction based on solid scholarship, The Jesus of the Gospels
offers readers and students to the riches of the Gospels and a deeper knowledge of Jesus and the good news.

Transformed by Truth
Discusses challenging topics, including self-respect, sexuality, and disicipline with aspects unique to African American girls,
providing a Christian faith point-of-view.

Queerfully and Wonderfully Made
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This discipleship guide teaches teens to mentor other teens, lead them to Christ, and prepare them for baptism.

The Teenage Q & A Book
The Real Deal
This extraordinary work of investigative journalism takes readers inside America’s isolated Mormon Fundamentalist
communities, where some 40,000 people still practice polygamy. Defying both civil authorities and the Mormon
establishment in Salt Lake City, the renegade leaders of these Taliban-like theocracies are zealots who answer only to God.
At the core of Krakauer’s book are brothers Ron and Dan Lafferty, who insist they received a commandment from God to kill
a blameless woman and her baby girl. Beginning with a meticulously researched account of this appalling double murder,
Krakauer constructs a multi-layered, bone-chilling narrative of messianic delusion, polygamy, savage violence, and
unyielding faith. Along the way he uncovers a shadowy offshoot of America’s fastest growing religion, and raises
provocative questions about the nature of religious belief.

The Smart Girl's Guide to God, Guys, and the Galaxy
In this book, we will discuss relationships and the Christian teen. The Christian teen will discover how to have positive and
wholesome friendships and relationships. They will learn strategies for dissolving bad relationships. Christian teens will
learn to set boundaries for their interactions in order to maintain a proper relationship with God. In addition, they will learn
to be honest about their feelings and temptations and abort any relationship that will have a negative impact on their future
successes. The Christian youth will understand how to have fruitful, peaceful, and beneficial relationships in his/her life.

My Faith, My Life, Revised Edition
The truth is life is full of trials that threaten to consume us. The little things. The big things. The kid things. The relationship
things. Little by little we are consuming ourselves with these "things" and we don't even know it. In fact, we are too busy
trying to make it look better (ya know- on social media) and pretending that our lives look like everyone else's to even
notice the truth about it all.But our negligence doesn't change the facts. We are consumed. Burned out. Stressed out.
Unhealthy. And most of all unhappy.Day after day we get back on the hamster wheel chasing some "perfect life" that we
are certain has to be out there. We keep pushing forward, doing more and more, and feeling disappointed that we can't
seem to get there.But all of that is about to change. If you are willing to let it, that is. You see, there is a secret to not letting
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life consume you. There is a way to do it all and have it all. The trouble is, we are just a little confused about the definition
of "all." We need to do a little re-defining and a little truth-claiming if we are going to fix this. So what do you say? Are you
ready to become #NOTCONSUMED?

The Teen's Guide to Social Media and Mobile Devices
"Hands down my favorite book for teen girls." Rosaria Butterfield, author, The Gospel Comes with a House Key Your teen
years matter. Of all the ways you're learning and changing during the busy teenage years, your growth in Christ is the most
important. God intends to use your teen years as a launching pad into a lifelong pursuit of looking more like Jesus. This book
will help you prioritize your Christian growth—pointing you to the resources God has given you in his Word, in prayer, and in
the church; offering help for managing your emotions, watching your words, and bearing spiritual fruit; and challenging you
with ways to center your life around this important task. Even as a teenager, you have all it takes to grow in godliness.

Christian Finance for Teens
Keep God with you as you travel the road to adulthood. Find comfort and inspiration with the latest in Christian books for
teen girls. Inspiration for Christian Teen Girls is a devotional and guided journal that brings you closer to God. Insightful
writing prompts reflect on who you are, who you want to be, and how you can grow into that person through self-expression
and faith. With plain, modern language, this is one of the only Christian books for teen girls that presents God's Word in
simple readings that are easy to understand. Discover wisdom on everything from bullies, to social media, relationships,
and more--and how God is with you in every situation. Christian books for teen girls should have all this: No time
pressure--The weekly prompts are engaging and deep, followed by plenty of space for you to write your truths for a full
year. Suggestions for prayer--The sample prayer at the end of each devotion connects you to God in your own way. You and
beyond--Use this new entry into Christian books for teen girls to spark further discussions with your family and friends. Let
your faith be your guide on your path to growing up, with this progressive option in Christian books for teen girls.

The Jesus Survey
The Guy's Guide to God, Girls, and the Phone in Your Pocket melds spiritual and practical advice with humor—a winning
combination for teens trying to navigate the ups and downs of real-life situations with confidence and wisdom. Guys will be
encouraged and challenged with sound, biblically-based advice equipping them to stand up for their faith and live the
Christian walk every day—plus, they’ll encounter some humorous, common-sense tips along the way. Each of the 101
accessible chapters wraps up with thought-provoking questions, making The Guy's Guide a perfect book to work through
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with friends or small groups.

The 5 Love Languages
Unlock the Chains of Anxiety or Depression Have you ever looked at your anxious or depressed teenage son or daughter
and wondered, Why is my teenager feeling like this? In this companion guide to his book for teens Why Am I Feeling Like
This?, pastor and counselor David Murray offers spiritual encouragement and practical direction for parents and other adults
who want to help but don't know where to start. Structured around eighteen real-life examples, Murray provides tips for
having open conversations with teens about anxiety and depression, as well as discussion questions, Bible verses for
memorization, and prayers. With these tools in hand, parents and teenagers alike will be equipped to experience freedom
from the chains of anxiety and depression.

Hiding in the Light
Anger is a regular part of every middle school girl’s world. Often times, this anger can appear as open aggression where
girls bully one another, or they can unhealthily suppress their anger. But there are godly and appropriate ways students can
respond to situations that make them angry. Deal With It gives youth leaders the tools to help middle school girls deal with
their anger. Through activities that include reading and responding to stories about Maria, a fictional teen, students will
learn to recognize their anger and find healthy ways to express their emotions.

Follow Jesus
If you listen closely enough to teenagers, you'll hear their deep yearning to connect with God, and a powerful instinct to
belong. And you'll find out right away the one thing they really hate--being preached to. Here in My Faith, My Life,
teenagers learn all about the Christian faith they've been baptized into - and the Episcopal Church that offers them a
spiritual home. With lively writing that's always informative and never condescending, the book gives them all the basics
they need to know to understand their faith - and claim it as their own. Closely linked to the Book of Common Prayer, My
Faith, My Life covers everything from scripture, church history, and sacraments, to the meaning of prayer and ministry in
the lives of real teens today. This is the essential handbook for teens in the Episcopal Church - an excellent resource for
confirmation classes, youth study groups, and high school Christian education programs.

Sharing my faith
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- Over 11 million copies sold - #1 New York Times Bestseller for 8 years running - Now celebrating its 25th anniversary
Simple ideas, lasting love Falling in love is easy. Staying in love—that’s the challenge. How can you keep your relationship
fresh and growing amid the demands, conflicts, and just plain boredom of everyday life? In the #1 New York Times
bestseller The 5 Love Languages, you’ll discover the secret that has transformed millions of relationships worldwide.
Whether your relationship is flourishing or failing, Dr. Gary Chapman’s proven approach to showing and receiving love will
help you experience deeper and richer levels of intimacy with your partner—starting today. The 5 Love Languages is as
practical as it is insightful. Updated to reflect the complexities of relationships today, this new edition reveals intrinsic truths
and applies relevant, actionable wisdom in ways that work. Includes the Couple's Personal Profile assessment so you can
discover your love language and that of your loved one.

Young Man
The devil wants to attack the minds of young people early in life and keep people captured and blinded. By the power of the
Holy Spirit, we have illumination. This book is dynamic and addresses some of the top topics and challenges teenagers are
dealing with. You are not going to want to miss reading this book! In it, we explore areas of importance in the teenage years
and how the enemy can gain access into our lives during this important time. Despite that, we have a God who loves us so
much and have given us a purpose. It doesn't matter what you are going through and how bad or good you think your life
is. God can bring you into your purpose. We expose the schemes of the enemy that wants to derail God's purpose and learn
his strategies so we can draw lines to resist the devil.

A Teen's Guide to Christian Living
Growing Godly Women is a blueprint for making a vital difference in a girl’s life through a mentoring relationship, providing
her with crucial support and wisdom during her complex teen years. Stories, Scriptures, and biblical principles illustrate to
Christian women how to comfort a teen and mentor her toward God’s plan. Chapters cover the qualities that make a good
mentor, what makes girls tick, how to study the Bible with a teen girl, lessons for inner and outer beauty, and creating ties
that bind.

Inspiration for Christian Teen Girls
• Bestseller revision to be released in time for confirmation season and in advance of the 2015 General Convention of the
Episcopal Church • Includes study guide questions; a new print companion Leader’s Guide sold separately • Foreword by
Dr. Lisa Kimball, Virginia Theological Seminary This revised edition of the best-selling 2006 title now includes end-of-chapter
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questions for the readers as well as updated material sprinkled throughout to reflect what has occurred in the past 10-years
in the church and world. The Five Marks of Mission and what it means to be a disciple of Christ will be a focus of this new
version, which also models student-centered learning as opposed to teacher-driven instruction. For teen study and
confirmation preparation, this book can serve as a curriculum for helping teens discover Scripture, church history,
sacraments, the meaning and practice of prayer, and what ministry means in the lives of real teens today. A framework for
small-group gatherings for each chapter is included as a new section in the back of the book.

Deal With It
Live, the newest book from New York Times bestselling author and popular social media presence Sadie Robertson,
addresses life's weightiest matters and choices in fun, practical, and biblical ways and leads readers to engage with God's
truth and light in a world that is growing more and more confusing. There's a big difference between being alive and
knowing how to truly live. To be alive is something that happens to you. But to truly live is something you get to choose
each day. As Robertson says, "When you truly learn to live the life God offers, your whole existence becomes a verb." In
Live, Sadie Robertson inspires us to thrive in the life God gave us by making choices that will lead us into the fullness He
has for us, not into the emptiness the world offers. With photography and captivating design, Live shows us how we can find
a rich and rewarding life when we choose to wholeheartedly embrace God's ways and God's truth. Moments of decision
greet everyone, sometimes on a more-than-daily basis. Some of those decisions are minor and others are life altering, but
all serve as stepping-stones to peace, joy, and fullness or to disappointment and emptiness. Sadie is passionate about
inspiring a generation to live in that fullness every day. The book includes material on overcoming jealousy, finding
confidence, dealing with haters, waiting on God, living in the moment, discovering the power of words, and knowing how to
tell the difference between what leads to life and what leads to death--so young people can make the best choices. Whether
you have a long-time relationship with God or are new to faith, Live is a joyful encouragement to make the most of each
moment, to make wise decisions, and to always seek the truth of God's Word. Filled with stories and biblical principles, Live
celebrates what everyone has in common--the opportunity to not simply be alive but to truly live.

My Faith, My Life
Christian parents need to be prepared to answer the myriad challenges teens might hear in today’s increasingly pro
homosexual culture. “Why shouldn’t gays get married?” “Who says gay sex is wrong?” “Does the Bible actually say there’s
anything wrong with homosexuality?” “Don’t you care that kids are being bullied just for being themselves?” To start the
discussion, Gilson provides a brief history of the issues beginning with the sexual revolution of the 1960s. He explains how
and why cultural attitudes have reversed on this subject in such a short timespan, leaving Christians scrambling for
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answers. This is perhaps the most complicated and contentious issue Christians face in today’s culture. Most churches are
poorly equipped to handle it; parents are even less prepared. The good news is that parents need not have pat answers
ready before they dive into conversations with their teens and preteens on this difficult topic. Learning together—parents
struggling through these issues alongside their kids and leading them to biblical answers— has relational benefits. Answers
are important, though, so manageable, nontechnical answers to common questions surrounding this issue are provided, as
well as a guide to further resources.

Live
Who do Christian teens say Jesus is and what does he mean in their lives? The answers might surprise you. In The Jesus
Survey, Mike Nappa shares the groundbreaking results of a nationwide survey of Christian teenagers from sixteen different
denominations. He shares his discoveries of how core beliefs about Jesus--and the Holy Spirit, prayer, evangelism, and
more--influence the way a teen actually experiences God personally and offers ideas for helping teens overcome faulty
perceptions. Pastors, youth pastors, parents, and educators will find in The Jesus Survey both an enlightening and
invaluable tool for understanding the faith of teens around them and a guide for helping teens nurture an authentic,
satisfying, and vibrant relationship with Christ.

Parents' Guide to the Spiritual Mentoring of Teens
Teenage hassles that disrupt parents? lives? Or prime opportunities to connect with, listen to, and nurture our kids? Paul
Tripp uncovers the heart issues affecting parents and their teenagers during the often chaotic adolescent years. With wit,
wisdom, humility, and compassion, he shows parents how to seize the countless opportunities to deepen communication,
learn, and grow with their teenagers.
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